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Abstract
Inhibition is a key cognitive control mechanism humans use to enable goal-directed behavior. When rapidly exerted, inhibi-
tory control has broad, nonselective motor effects, typically demonstrated using corticospinal excitability measurements 
(CSE) elicited by transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS). For example, during rapid action-stopping, CSE is suppressed at 
both stopped and task-unrelated muscles. While such TMS-based CSE measurements have provided crucial insights into the 
fronto-basal ganglia circuitry underlying inhibitory control, they have several downsides. TMS is contraindicated in many 
populations (e.g., epilepsy or deep-brain stimulation patients), has limited temporal resolution, produces distracting auditory 
and haptic stimulation, is difficult to combine with other imaging methods, and necessitates expensive, immobile equipment. 
Here, we attempted to measure the nonselective motor effects of inhibitory control using a method unaffected by these short-
comings. Thirty male and female human participants exerted isometric force on a high-precision handheld force transducer 
while performing a foot-response stop-signal task. Indeed, when foot movements were successfully stopped, force output at 
the task-irrelevant hand was suppressed as well. Moreover, this nonselective reduction of isometric force was highly correlated 
with stop-signal performance and showed frequency dynamics similar to established inhibitory signatures typically found in 
neural and muscle recordings. Together, these findings demonstrate that isometric force recordings can reliably capture the 
nonselective effects of motor inhibition, opening the door to many applications that are hard or impossible to realize with TMS.
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Introduction

Stopping actions is almost as essential as starting them. 
Inhibitory control must be rapidly implementable to avoid 
potential threats. A fronto-basal ganglia (FBg) network 

implements such rapid inhibition following salient signals 
(Aron & Poldrack, 2006; Erika-Florence et al., 2014; Wager 
et al., 2005; Wessel & Aron, 2017). Frontal cortical areas 
quickly activate the subthalamic nucleus (STN) of the basal 
ganglia via a hyper-direct fiber pathway, ultimately suppress-
ing thalamocortical output (Chen et al., 2020; Miocinovic 
et al., 2018; Nambu et al., 2002; Wessel & Aron, 2017). 
Notably, when inhibition is exerted via this route, it has 
broad, nonselective effects on the motor system, typically 
demonstrated using corticospinal excitability (CSE). CSE can 
be measured by combining transcranial magnetic stimula-
tion (TMS) and electromyography to elicit a motor-evoked 
potential, which indexes the net excitability of the corticospi-
nal tracts underlying specific muscles (Bestmann & Duque, 
2016; Lazzaro & Rothwell, 2014; Volz et al., 2015). When 
humans stop an action, the CSE of the involved muscles is 
suppressed (Coxon et al., 2006; Leocani et al., 2000). Nota-
bly, this suppression extends even to effectors uninvolved in 
the movement (Badry et al., 2009)—an effect that is specifi-
cally attributable to the STN (Wessel et al., 2022).

Significance statement
Inhibitory control allows humans to override inappropriate 

actions during goal-directed behavior. When inhibition is rapidly 
exerted on the motor system, it has broad, nonselective effects. 
For example, when a foot movement is rapidly stopped, other task-
unrelated muscles also show signs of inhibition. This is typically 
shown using transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) of the motor 
cortex. However, TMS is contraindicated in many populations 
of interest, produces artifacts in neural recordings, is distracting 
to the subject, and has very limited time resolution. Here, we 
demonstrate clear nonselective effects of inhibitory control using 
isometric force recordings from a task-unrelated muscle during 
a stop-signal task. This simple method has high time resolution, 
no contraindications, and could be readily combined with other 
imaging methods.
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TMS-based CSE measurements of these broad, nonselec-
tive effects of inhibitory control have implicated the FBg-
STN network across many control-demanding scenarios. For 
example, unexpected stimuli (Dutra et al., 2018; Tatz et al., 
2021), action errors (Guan & Wessel, 2022), and response 
conflict (Wessel et al., 2019) are all followed by nonselec-
tive CSE suppression—and indeed, all activate the STN 
(Cavanagh et al., 2014; Frank et al., 2007; Herz et al., 2017; 
Siegert et al., 2014; Wessel et al., 2016). Furthermore, TMS-
based CSE measurements have been used to study response 
preparation (Bestmann & Duque, 2016; Leocani et al., 2000; 
Raud et al., 2020), interhemispheric interactions (Fiori et al., 
2017; Hamada et al., 2014; Hannah & Rothwell, 2017), and 
motor pathologies (Badawy et al., 2013; Chowdhury et al., 
2018; Jahanshahi & Rothwell, 2017; Smith & Stinear, 2016).

However, the TMS-based CSE method has multiple sub-
stantial downsides. First, TMS is contraindicated in several 
populations, including patients with epilepsy, implanted neu-
rostimulators, or metallic skull implants (Rossi et al., 2020). 
Notably, this includes virtually all populations in which 
intracranial recordings are performed, which would allow 
the highest-fidelity insights into FBg-STN neurophysiology. 
Second, TMS-based CSE has poor temporal resolution, due 
to both the recharging of TMS stimulators, which rate-limits 
CSE measurements to ~1 Hz (Hallett & Chokroverty, 2006), 
and the habituation effects of repeated TMS on CSE itself 
(Fitzgerald et al., 2006). Third, TMS introduces tactile and 
auditory stimulation, which can interfere with behavior. 
Fourth, the magnetic field produced by TMS makes it chal-
lenging to combine with other imaging methods (Ilmoniemi 
et al., 2015; Rogasch et al., 2017). Finally, TMS stimulators 
are expensive and space-consuming.

Here, we aimed to test an alternative method to quantify 
the nonselective effects of inhibitory motor control—ide-
ally, one that addresses the shortcomings of TMS-based 
CSE measurements. We hypothesized that nonselective 
inhibitory effects on the motor system may be found in 
the modulation of isometric force. This was motivated by 
several recent observations. First, unexpected perceptual 
events evoke a multiphasic stimulus-locked modulation of 
isometric force (Novembre et al., 2018, 2019), starting with 
a short-latency force reduction that is reminiscent of the fast 
CSE suppression observed after such events (Dutra et al., 
2018; Tatz et al., 2021). Moreover, this complex modulation 
of force was coupled with modulations of scalp-electroen-
cephalography (EEG) activity, including a fronto-central 
positivity with morphology similar to the stop-signal P3 (De 
Jong et al., 1990; Kok et al., 2004; Wessel & Aron, 2015). 
Second, unexpected events modulate beta-like oscillatory 
activity (~20 Hz) in isometric force recordings, coupled with 
isofrequent EEG beta activity originating from the primary 
motor and premotor cortices contralateral to the limb used 
to exert force (Novembre et al., 2019). This result should 

be highlighted given that cortical beta activity is also found 
during action-stopping (N. Swann et  al., 2009; Wagner 
et al., 2018; Wessel, 2020). In view of these similarities, 
recent theoretical work has suggested exploring action-stop-
ping using force recordings such as those described above 
(Novembre & Iannetti, 2021).

Thirty participants performed the stop-signal task (SST; 
(Logan et al., 1984) using foot pedals. Successful stopping of 
foot responses leads to CSE suppression at the task-unrelated 
hand (Tatz et al., 2021). Here, participants instead exerted 
steady isometric pressure on a force transducer using the 
fingers of the task-unrelated hand. Our primary hypothesis 
was that isometric finger-force output would be transiently 
reduced when participants successfully stopped their foot 
responses, indicating nonselective inhibition. After indeed 
finding this outcome, we correlated the magnitude of this 
effect to stop-signal reaction time. Finally, we explored both 
the frequency dynamics of the isometric force trace (Novem-
bre et al., 2019) and its coefficient of variation (Davis et al., 
2020; Hyngstrom et al., 2014).

TMS-based CSE measurements of these broad, nonselec-
tive effects of inhibitory control have implicated the FBg-
STN network across many control-demanding scenarios. 
For example, unexpected stimuli (Dutra et al., 2018; Tatz 
et al., 2021), action errors (Guan & Wessel, 2022), and 
response conflict (Wessel et al., 2019) are all followed by 
nonselective CSE suppression—and indeed, all activate 
the STN (Cavanagh et al., 2014; Frank et al., 2007; Herz 
et al., 2017; Siegert et al., 2014; Wessel et al., 2016). Fur-
thermore, TMS-based CSE measurements have been used 
to study response preparation (Bestmann & Duque, 2016; 
Leocani et al., 2000; Raud et al., 2020), interhemispheric 
interactions (Fiori et al., 2017; Hamada et al., 2014; Hannah 
& Rothwell, 2017), and motor pathologies (Badawy et al., 
2013; Chowdhury et al., 2018; Jahanshahi & Rothwell, 
2017; Smith & Stinear, 2016).

However, the TMS-based CSE method has multiple sub-
stantial downsides. First, TMS is contraindicated in several 
populations, including patients with epilepsy, implanted neu-
rostimulators, or metallic skull implants (Rossi et al., 2020). 
Notably, this includes virtually all populations in which intrac-
ranial recordings are performed, which would allow the high-
est-fidelity insights into FBg-STN neurophysiology. Second, 
TMS-based CSE has poor temporal resolution, due to both 
the recharging of TMS stimulators, which rate-limits CSE 
measurements to ~1 Hz (Hallett & Chokroverty, 2006), and 
the habituation effects of repeated TMS on CSE itself (Fitzger-
ald et al., 2006). Third, TMS introduces tactile and auditory 
stimulation, which can interfere with behavior. Fourth, the 
magnetic field produced by TMS makes it challenging to 
combine with other imaging methods (Ilmoniemi et al., 2015; 
Rogasch et al., 2017). Finally, TMS stimulators are expensive 
and space-consuming.
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Here, we aimed to test an alternative method to quantify the 
nonselective effects of inhibitory motor control—ideally, one 
that addresses the shortcomings of TMS-based CSE measure-
ments. We hypothesized that nonselective inhibitory effects on 
the motor system may be found in the modulation of isometric 
force. This was motivated by several recent observations. First, 
unexpected perceptual events evoke a multiphasic stimulus-
locked modulation of isometric force (Novembre et al., 2018, 
2019), starting with a short-latency force reduction that is 
reminiscent of the fast CSE suppression observed after such 
events (Dutra et al., 2018; Tatz et al., 2021). Moreover, this 
complex modulation of force was coupled with modulations 
of scalp-electroencephalography (EEG) activity, including a 
fronto-central positivity with morphology similar to the stop-
signal P3 (De Jong et al., 1990; Kok et al., 2004; Wessel & 
Aron, 2015). Second, unexpected events modulate beta-like 
oscillatory activity (~20 Hz) in isometric force recordings, 
coupled with isofrequent EEG beta activity originating from 
the primary motor and premotor cortices contralateral to the 
limb used to exert force (Novembre et al., 2019). This result 
should be highlighted given that cortical beta activity is also 
found during action-stopping (N. Swann et al., 2009; Wagner 
et al., 2018; Wessel, 2020). In view of these similarities, recent 
theoretical work has suggested exploring action-stopping using 
force recordings such as those described above (Novembre & 
Iannetti, 2021).

Thirty participants performed the stop-signal task (SST; 
(Logan et al., 1984) using foot pedals. Successful stopping of 
foot responses leads to CSE suppression at the task-unrelated 
hand (Tatz et al., 2021). Here, participants instead exerted 
steady isometric pressure on a force transducer using the fin-
gers of the task-unrelated hand. Our primary hypothesis was 
that isometric finger-force output would be transiently reduced 
when participants successfully stopped their foot responses, 
indicating nonselective inhibition. After indeed finding this 
outcome, we correlated the magnitude of this effect to stop-
signal reaction time. Finally, we explored both the frequency 
dynamics of the isometric force trace (Novembre et al., 2019) 
and its coefficient of variation (Davis et al., 2020; Hyngstrom 
et al., 2014).

Methods

Participants

Thirty-three adult human participants were recruited for 
this study. Two datasets were incomplete due to hardware 
errors, and the data for one additional participant were 
rejected for violation of the race model (see “Behavioral 
analysis”). This led to a final sample of 30 participants 
(age mean ± SD = 18.8 ± 1.6, 19 female, 29 right-handed). 
Participants were paid $15 per hour or received course 

credit for their participation in the study. All participants 
had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The experiment 
was approved by the ethics committee at the University of 
Iowa (IRB #201511709).

Experimental task and procedure

Stimuli were presented via an Ubuntu Linux computer, 
running Psychtoolbox-3 (Brainard, 1997) in MATLAB 
2017a (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). Participants 
sat upright with their arms resting on a supportive platform 
placed on the armrests of the chair. Participants responded 
to stimuli during the task using left and right foot pedals 
(Kinesis Savant Elite 2), where they performed a version 
of the classic stop-signal task (Logan et al., 1984) while 
attempting to maintain a constant pinch-grip force with 
their right hand (Fig. 1). Stop-signal task stimuli were 
presented on an all-gray background. All trials began 
with a black fixation cross (500 ms), followed by a black 
arrow (1000 ms) pointing left or right (go signal). Par-
ticipants were instructed to respond to the go signal using 
foot pedals (left pedal for left-facing arrows, and right 
pedal for right-facing arrows) using both feet, within the 
1000 ms that the arrow was displayed. The arrow would 
immediately disappear following a response. The go sig-
nal was followed by a variable-length intertrial interval 
(ITI) which ensured that all trials had a total length of 3 s. 
If participants responded to the go signal, a black fixa-
tion cross was displayed during the ITI; if they did not 
respond, the message “TOO SLOW” was displayed in red 
text instead. During one third of the trials, the go signal 
was followed by a stop signal (i.e., the black arrow turn-
ing red) after a stop-signal delay (SSD). Participants were 
instructed to withhold their response on these trials. The 
SSD began at 200 ms and was subsequently adjusted in 
steps of 50 ms (added to the SSD after successful stop tri-
als and subtracted after failed stop trials) with the goal of 
participants successfully stopping their responses on half 
of all stop trials (Verbruggen et al., 2019). Participants 
performed 10 blocks, each of 60 trials. At the end of each 
block, performance feedback was displayed on the screen. 
Participants were instructed that responding quickly on Go 
trials and stopping successfully on Stop trials were equally 
important. Visual stop signals are not considered startling 
stimuli, and this was further confirmed by comparing the 
resulting force traces from our study (Fig. 3A) with previ-
ous work (Novembre et al., 2018).

Force recording

Participants held the force transducer between their right 
index finger and thumb throughout the blocks of the task. 
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Live force data were recorded using a highly sensitive force/
torque sensor (Nano17, ATI Industrial Automation, Roch-
ester Hills, MI, USA), with custom 3D-printed finger grips 
attached to the sensor. The live force data were recorded 
and displayed via a separate Windows 7 computer running 
MATLAB 2020b, using custom scripts. Force was recorded 
at a rate of 3000 Hz and then resampled to a rate of 1000 Hz 

for display purposes. The monitor showing the force data 
was placed on a shelf out of direct view of the participants, 
except for the calibration time periods between blocks. A 
twist-tie secured the bottom transducer grip to their thumb, 
and they rested their forearm and hand on the supportive 
platform placed on the armrests of the chair. Prior to the 
beginning of each task block, participants were instructed 

Fig. 1  Paradigm and task diagram. Note. Subjects performed a stop-
signal task while attempting to maintain a constant isometric force. 
A During both stop and go trials (2/3 of trials), the fixation cross was 
presented for 500 ms, before the onset of the go signal (black arrow). 
Subjects then had 1000 ms to respond, using the foot pedals. During 
stop trials, the go signal was followed by the stop signal (red arrow) 
following a variable SSD, beginning at 200 ms (+50 ms after success-
ful stop, −50 ms after failed stop). B All subjects held the force trans-

ducer in their right hand, between their index finger and thumb. Their 
arms were supported on a wooden platform, which rested on the chair 
arms. A wooden board was placed under the subject’s feet to elevate 
their toes above the foot pedals and prevent fatigue. Live force record-
ings were presented on a second computer screen, which was outside 
the subjects’ direct view. Prior to each block, subjects would direct 
their view towards the second screen to recenter their force output 
~1.5 N
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to direct their gaze towards the second screen displaying the 
live force readings. They were instructed to stabilize their 
force output within a range of 1.25–1.75 N (Fig. 1B). This 
target range was chosen based on previous work (Novembre 
et al., 2018) and was the same for all participants. Once they 
felt that they were steady enough, the participants would 
look back towards the task screen, and the experimenter 
would start the task block. Participants wore a sun visor 
to obscure any peripheral view of the second screen when 
performing the task.

Electromyography (EMG) recording

EMG was recorded from the left and right soleus muscles of 
each participant. The two recording electrodes (Kendall™ 
530 Series, ref 31013926) were adhered vertically adja-
cent to each other, along the midline of the soleus muscles 
directly below the gastrocnemius, while the ground electrode 
was placed on the medial malleolus of the tibia. Each set of 
electrodes were connected to a Grass P511 amplifier (Grass 
Products, West Warwick, RI, USA; 2000 Hz sampling rate, 
filters: 30 Hz high-pass, 1000 Hz low-pass, 60 Hz notch). A 
CED Micro 1401-3 sampler (Cambridge Electronic Design 
Ltd., Cambridge, UK) triggered a 1500 ms EMG sweep, 
500 ms before the go signal on each trial. Sweeps were 
recorded using CED Signal software (version 6).

Behavioral analysis

Behavioral data were processed following consensus proto-
cols for analysis of the stop-signal task (Verbruggen et al., 
2019). Trials with incorrect responses, missing responses on 
Go trials, or responses faster than 150 ms, or where the foot 
pedal was prematurely depressed were rejected (0.64% of 
trials [0–2.5%]). Blocks where the proportion of successful 
stops fell below .25 or exceeded .75 were also rejected (this 
was the case for 1 block out of 10 in n = 3, 2 blocks in n = 1, 
and 3 blocks in n = 1). Participants’ stop-signal reaction time 
(SSRT) was then calculated using the integration method 
(Matzke et al., 2018).

Force data analysis

Single-subject raw data were bandpass-filtered (0.1–40 Hz) 
before being epoched relative to the arrow onset (−500 to 
2500 ms). Any trial rejected during the behavioral analysis 
was removed from the force analysis as well. The remaining 
trials were baseline-corrected to the −250 to 0 ms pre-arrow 
period. Trial epochs were screened for outliers within the 
−250 to 850 ms time window. Specifically, trials with large 
fluctuations in force (outside −0.3 to 0.3 N) were removed 

(0.54% of trials [0–3%]). Then, the remaining trials were 
screened for force fluctuations outside 4 SDs of the mean of 
all trials, regardless of condition (4.0% of trials [2–6.2%], 
cf. Novembre et al., 2019). The mean percentage of trials 
rejected for subjects was 8.0% [2–19.3%] for subjects with-
out block rejections. The rejection percentages are listed in 
Table 1. Participant data were then averaged by condition. 
In a separate analysis, we epoched force data relative to the 
response (−1500 to 1500 ms). These trials were baseline-
corrected to the −1500 ms to −750 ms pre-response period. 
Further processing was performed as described above.

Time‑frequency analysis of the force trace

Continuous force data were bandpass-filtered (0.1–50 Hz) 
before being convolved with a complex Morlet wavelet (3–10 
cycles) for 50 frequencies (1–50 Hz; Cohen 2014). Power 
was estimated using the squared magnitude of the complex 
wavelet-convolved data. Time-frequency power estimates 
were then epoched relative to the arrow and response (same 
time span as in the force data). Trials marked as behavioral 
rejections and outliers identified during the force data analy-
sis were removed. Baseline correction (decibel conversion) 
was performed per condition (−500 to −200 ms pre-arrow) 
before averaging.

For our control analysis on the time-frequency data, 
the same wavelet parameters were used as above. Prior to 
decomposition, the average force trace for each condition 
(Go, successful stop [SS], failed stop [FS]) and for each sub-
ject was subtracted from the continuous data, time-locked to 
the arrow onset. Following decomposition, the same base-
line correction method was used, except that the range was 

Table 1  Mean (SD) and range [min max] of the percent of trials 
rejected per criteria

“Pedal down” criterion represents trials where the pedal was 
depressed prior to stimulus presentation. Shaded areas denote the 
average percent of trials rejected by behavioral and force criteria. 
Totals were also calculated for those who did and did not have blocks 
rejected due to the proportion of successful stops falling below .25 or 
exceeding .75

% mean (SD) % range

No Response 2.0 (2.1) [0 8.8]
Response Error 0.5 (0.5) [0. 2.0]
Fast RT (< 150ms) 0.3 (0.4) [0 1.5]
Pedal Down 0.5 (0.8) [0 3.3]
Force outside ± 0.3N 0.5 (0.7) [0 3.0]
Force outside 4*SD 4.0 (1.1) [2 6.2]
Total behavioral (all blocks, n=25) 3.5 (2.8) [0 12.2]
Total behavioral (blocks rejected, n =5) 18.4 (8.9) [11 32.2]
Total force 4.6 (1.6) [2 7.5]
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now −400 to −200 ms pre-arrow, to avoid edge artifacts pro-
duced from the subtraction (Extended Data Fig. 9).

Beta‑burst analysis

Raw force data were bandpass-filtered (0.3–30) prior to 
being convolved with a complex Morlet wavelet (7 cycles), 
for 15 linearly spaced frequencies (15–29 Hz) in the beta 
range. Note that this decomposition differs slightly from the 
one above to match established methods in the beta-burst 
literature (Wessel, 2020). The squared magnitude of the 
complex wavelet-convolved data was used to estimate the 
power. The estimates were then epoched relative to the arrow 
and response (same time spans as in the force data). Trials 
marked as behavioral rejections and outliers identified dur-
ing the force data analysis were removed. Individual peaks in 
beta power were detected during single trials, using the imre-
gionalmax MATLAB function. A peak in beta power was 
counted as a burst if its amplitude exceeded 3× the median 
power for that frequency across all trials, based on methods 
used in Bräcklein et al. (2022).

Electromyography (EMG) analysis

The same trials which were rejected from the force data 
were also removed from the EMG data. EMG data were then 
resampled down to 1000 Hz, and the root-mean square was 
taken at each sample point of every trial. Each trial was then 
divided by the mean value of its pre-stimulus period (−250 
to 0 ms before go signal), before all trials were z-scored 
across all conditions (Raud et al., 2020). This was done 
separately for left- and right-leg EMG.

Single‑trial EMG and force correlations

The single-trial force and EMG data (responding leg only) 
were averaged into 50 ms segments, from −500 to 500 ms 
post-arrow. Data were then entered into a mixed model for 
each 50 ms segment using R (version 4.0.4, packages: car, 
lme4). The model included force as the dependent variable, 
and EMG as the independent variable, with subject as the 
only random effect [force~1 + emg + (1| subject)]. This was 
repeated for each combination of conditions (trial type and 
arrow direction: Go-L, Go-R, SS-L, SS-R, FS-L, FS-R). For 
example, the “Go-R” model predicted the subjects’ force 
values (right hand) using their EMG when the go/stop signal 
pointed right (Fig. 5C).

Coefficient of the variation of force (CVF)

Unfiltered force data were epoched relative to the arrow 
onset (−500 to 2500 ms). Behavioral rejections and trials 
rejected during the force analysis were removed. CVF was 

calculated for each trial, across all time points ( �
/

�
∗ 100 ), 

producing a single CVF value per trial. CVF values were 
then averaged across trials, to yield a single CVF value per 
subject, as a measure of individual force unsteadiness. These 
values were then correlated with subjects’ SSRT (Pearson’s). 
A single subject was rejected as an outlier based on Cook’s 
distance (Cook, 1977), leading to the final correlation con-
taining 29 subjects (Fig. 11A, B).

Results

Behavioral results

The reaction time (RT) results are displayed in Fig. 2. Sub-
jects’ mean Go RT (580 ms), failed-stop RT (513 ms), and 
SSRT (309 ms) all showed significant differences from each 
other when compared using paired-samples t-tests (Go vs. 
FS: t(29) = 19.9, p < .001; Go vs. SS: t(29) = 16.7, p < .001; 
FS vs. SS: t(29) = 13.3, p < .001).

Isometric force

Significant differences in force output were observed 
between the three conditions of interest in the following time 
ranges, corrected for multiple comparisons using the false 

Fig. 2  Average reaction time measures. Note. Colored dots denote 
single subjects’ RT measures. Horizontal and vertical lines represent 
mean and SEM, respectfully. All three conditions differed from each 
other significantly (***p < .001)
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discovery rate (FDR) method (Fig. 3A): Go vs. successful 
Stop (31–64 ms, 183–390 ms, 411–643 ms, 1350–2500 ms), 
Go vs. failed Stop (1–2500 ms) and failed vs. successful Stop 
(1–2079 ms). Qualitatively, the force trace for successful 
stop trials (SS) showed a triphasic pattern highly similar to 
previous findings where unexpected stimuli were presented 
to participants during isometric force exertion (Novembre 
et al., 2018). Here, the pattern was slightly time-delayed, 
likely due to the visual nature of the stop signal (compared 
to the lower-latency auditory and haptic stimuli used in 
Novembre et al., 2018). Notably, the initial dip of this pat-
tern (~150–250 ms post-arrow)—which was larger (more 
negative) for successful Stop trials than both Go and failed 
Stop trials (FS) and was largely absent in the force traces of 
Go and failed Stop trials—preceded the mean SSRT (309 ms 
post-arrow) of all subjects.

Pearson correlations between the force differences of 
the conditions (Go-SS, FS-SS, FS-Go) and subjects’ SSRT 

were calculated at every timepoint, with FDR-corrected 
significant periods highlighted in Fig. 3A (colored bars; 
time-ranges: Go-SS [36–41 ms, 167–266 ms] and FS-SS 
[55–503 ms]). To generate a scatter plot, the average differ-
ences between conditions were calculated from 183 ms post-
arrow (where the initial dip on successful Stop trials began 
to diverge significantly from the Go condition) to 309 ms 
post-arrow (the mean SSRT in this sample) and then corre-
lated with SSRT (Fig. 3B). SSRT was highly correlated with 
differences in force output between Go/SS trials (r = −.61, 
p < .001) and FS/SS trials (r = −.48, p = .006), during this 
time period.

The unexpected morphology of the FS trial trace—espe-
cially its early divergence from the successful Stop and Go 
trials—suggests that pre-signal differences may distinguish 
those trials from the other two conditions. Extended Data 
Fig. 4 (Go-trial locked force traces for all three conditions) 
shows that this is not the case, as Go and FS trials looked 

Fig. 3  Average force traces and their relation to SSRT. Note. A Plot 
shows the grand mean of force traces for all three conditions (Go, FS, 
SS), time-locked to the presentation of the relevant stimulus (go sig-
nal for Go trials and stop signal for SS and FS trials). Significant dif-
ferences (FDR < .05) between traces are denoted by gray bars at the 
top of the plot. Double-colored bars at the bottom of the plot indicate 

when individual differences in force between conditions significantly 
correlate with single-subject SSRT. The thin vertical line intersect-
ing the Go and SS force traces marks 183 ms post-arrow, where these 
conditions begin to differ significantly. B Pearson’s correlations of 
the differences between conditions, from 183 ms post-arrow to mean 
SSRT (309 ms post-arrow) for each subject, and subjects’ SSRT
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highly similar. Moreover, while the Stop-locked activity was 
of primary a priori interest in this study, the Go-locked data 
showed the same force reduction in the successful Stop condi-
tion (with additional smearing due to the varying SSD blurring 
the triphasic pattern observed in the Stop-signal locked data, 
making the effect look smoother, cf. Extended Data Fig. 4).

Force and EMG: Control analysis

We can see that the EMG data (sampled from the soleus 
muscle of the responding foot) follow a similar pattern to the 
force data (sampled from the right hand). Specifically, FS 
trials exhibit the highest amplitude, while SS trials exhibit 
the lowest (Fig. 5B). Additionally, individual differences in 
the EMG conditions did correlate with subjects’ SSRT when 
averaged across the same time period, as was done with the 
force traces (183–309 ms post-arrow; Extended Data Fig. 6). 
To address the possibility that the force decreases observed 
in successful stop trials were caused by passive movement 
conduction from the foot, we performed a single-trial anal-
ysis correlating force and EMG amplitudes. This analysis 
revealed that subjects’ force output and EMG amplitude 
were positively correlated for right foot responses (Fig. 5C). 
If the reduction in SS trial force was due to movement con-
duction from the foot, we would expect this relationship 
to be negative: more movement (higher EMG) = stronger 
reduction (lower force). Moreover, for left foot responses, 
the force-EMG relationship was nonexistent for SS trials, 
and transiently negative for Go and FS trials, suggesting that 
this correlation is strongly dependent on which hemisphere 

is responding. However, when it comes to the force ampli-
tude in SS trials alone (not force-EMG relationship), left and 
right arrow trials do not exhibit any significant differences 
from −500 to 1000 ms post-arrow (FDR < .05, Fig. 5D). 
Thus, while there does exist a significant relationship 
between force and EMG amplitudes that is dependent on lat-
eralization (see “remote effect”; Kato et al., 2015; Kawakita 
et al., 1991; Komeilipoor et al., 2017; Tazoe et al., 2009), 
this relationship does not appear to stem from foot move-
ment artifacts, nor does it alter the drop in force observed 
in SS trials Fig. 7.

Time‑frequency analysis of force trace

Following time-frequency decomposition of the force 
time series, we observed stimulus-induced modulations 
of spectral power in both low (~4Hz – Go trials) and high 
(13–30 Hz – all trials) frequencies, consistent with the 
results reported by Novembre et al. (2019). Notably, dis-
tinct patterns of spectral power can be observed between 
Go and SS trials. SS trials showed the greatest increase in 
beta-band power following stimulus presentation, but prior 
to the mean SSRT (Fig. 8A). Contrasts between condi-
tions showed that the significant differences between Go 
and SS trials, prior to SSRT, fall almost entirely within 
the beta-band range (mean ƒ(Hz) = 16.1 ± 4.5; Fig. 8B). 
Power differences between conditions were averaged from 
183 to 309 ms post-arrow (same as in Fig. 3B) and across 
frequencies within the beta-band range (13–30 Hz) to pro-
duce a single value per contrast and per subject. These 

Fig. 4  Average force traces time-locked to the Go stimulus. Note. Plot 
shows the grand mean of force traces for all three conditions (Go, FS, 
SS), time-locked to the presentation of the go signal for all condi-
tions. Significant differences (FDR < .05) between traces are denoted 

by gray bars at the top of the plot. Vertical colored lines signify the 
average stop-signal delay (SSD; 256 ms), failed-stop RT (FS-RT; 
513 ms), and Go-RT (580 ms) for all subjects, relative to the presenta-
tion of the go signal
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values were then correlated with subjects’ SSRT (Pear-
son’s; Fig. 8B). Greater differences in power between SS 
and Go trials predicted faster SSRTs (r = .46, p = .011).

Furthermore, in a control analysis, we subtracted 
the average force trace per condition (Go, SS, FS) from 
the force traces of each trial, prior to time-frequency 

Fig. 5  Average EMG traces and their relation to force output. Note. 
A, B Plots show the grand mean of force (right hand) and EMG 
(responding foot) traces for all three conditions (Go, FS, SS), time-
locked to the presentation of the relevant stimulus (go signal for Go 
trials and stop signal for SS and FS trials). Significant differences 
(FDR < .05) between traces are denoted by gray bars at the top of the 

plots. C Plot shows the T-values from the single-trial mixed-model 
analysis, relating the force and EMG amplitudes, for each condition 
combination. Significant time segments (50 ms; FDR < .05) are out-
lined in black. D Plot shows SS trial force traces for left- and right-
facing arrows. Force traces did not differ significantly at any time 
point (FDR < .05)

Fig. 6  EMG differences and SSRT. Note. Pearson’s correlations of the differences in normalized EMG between conditions, from 183 ms post-
arrow to mean SSRT (309 ms post-arrow) for each subject, and subjects’ SSRT
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decomposition. The differences in beta-band power 
between Go and SS trials remained significant (FDR < .01), 
as did their relationship with SSRT (Extended Data Fig. 9).

β‑Burst rate analysis of isometric force trace

β-burst rate differences were observed during the time 
span of interest (0–600 ms post-arrow, Fig. 11B). A con-
sistent increase in β-burst rate can be observed in SS trials, 
compared to Go trials, from 150–250 ms, which temporally 
coincides with the significant relationship between their 
force difference (Go-SS) and subject SSRT (Fig. 3A). SS 
trials show a greater β-burst rate than FS trials, during a 

narrower time span (150–200 ms post-arrow), before the 
burst rate for FS trials approaches that of the SS trials in 
the 200–225 ms time bin Fig. 10.

Coefficient of variation of force (CVF)

The mean coefficient of variation of force was computed 
across all time points (−500 pre-arrow to 2500 ms post-
arrow) and across all trials, for each subject. Following the 
rejection of one subject (Cook’s = .71, Fig. 11B), the remain-
ing 29 subjects’ CVF and SSRTs were compared using Pear-
son’s correlation. Greater motor steadiness (lower CVF) sig-
nificantly predicted faster SSRTs (Fig. 11A).

Fig. 7  Force differences based on response lateralization. Note. Plots show the force traces for left- and right-facing arrow trials, for all condi-
tions. Only Go trials differed significantly between left and right responses (266–484 ms, FDR < .05)

Fig. 8  Results from the time-frequency analysis. Note. A Plots show 
the spectral power of the force trace, averaged for Go and SS con-
ditions across subjects, for frequencies 1–50 Hz. Areas of significant 
difference between Go and SS conditions (FDR < .01) are highlighted 
in the third panel. B The differences between conditions were aver-

aged from 183 to 309 ms post-arrow and across all frequencies within 
the β-band (13–30 Hz), and compared to single-subject SSRT, using 
Pearson’s correlations. The average frequency (mean ± SD) where Go 
and SS trials differed significantly are included in the scatter plot
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Considering that SSRT is correlated with both CVF 
and the differences in force between Go and SS trials 
(Fig. 3B), we wanted to rule out the possibility that the 
SSRT-CVF correlation was due to subjects having their 
differences in force obscured due to their high CVF (force 
instability). To control for this, we computed the CVF for 
each subject during the 183–309 post-arrow period and 
for the whole trial, excluding this period, and compared 
these values to both SSRT and the differences in force of 
Go and SS trials (183–309 ms post-arrow) using Pearson’s 

correlations. Two data points were removed from these 
analyses, based on Cooks’ distance, leaving a sample of 
28 for the correlations. Subjects’ CVF did not correlate 
significantly with SSRT (r = .17, p = .38) or differences 
in force (r = −.31, p = .11), during the 183–309 ms time 
span (Fig. 11C). In contrast, the CVF measured outside 
of this time span (whole-trial, excluding 183–309 ms) did 
correlate with greater SSRT (r = .51, p = .006), similar 
to Fig. 11a, and correlated negatively with Go-SS force 
differences (r = −.53, p = .003; Fig. 11C). This further 

Fig. 9  Time-frequency comparisons for Go, SS, and FS trials. Note. 
A Plots show the spectral power of the force trace, averaged for Go, 
SS, and FS conditions across subjects, after the mean force trace 
for each condition was subtracted. B Areas of significant difference 
between conditions (FDR < .01) are highlighted. C The differences 

between conditions were averaged from 183 to 309 ms post-arrow and 
across all frequencies within the β-band (13–30 Hz), and compared 
to single-subject SSRT, using Pearson’s correlations. The average 
frequencies (mean ± SD) where conditions differed significantly are 
included in the scatter plots
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supports the idea that subjects with larger CVF values 
are simply worse at stopping (indexed by both SSRT and 
phasic force modulation), and not that their differences in 
force conditions are obscured by force instability.

Finally, we calculated Pearson’s partial correlation for 
subjects’ force differences during our window of interest 
(183–309 ms post-arrow) versus SSRT while controlling 
for CVF both inside and outside this window (Table 2). 
While correlations between force differences (Go-SS and 
FS-SS) were slightly reduced compared to the original 
correlations (Fig. 3B), they remained significant.

Discussion

In the current study, we tested whether measurements of 
isometric force could be used to capture the nonselective 
effects of inhibitory control on the motor system. Indeed, 

in line with our prediction, data from a foot-response stop-
signal task showed that successful stop trials yielded a sig-
nificant force suppression at the task-unrelated hand prior 
to stop-signal reaction time, paralleling existing reports 
of nonselective CSE suppression during action-stopping. 
Moreover, the magnitude of this suppression was highly 
predictive of SSRT itself, with subjects who showed 
faster SSRT also showing stronger short-latency suppres-
sion of isometric force. Finally, the force data contained 
highly useful additional information. First, time-frequency 
decompositions of the force trace showed a preponderance 
of beta-band activity during stopping, in line with con-
verging evidence for the importance of this frequency band 
in motor processes coming from other imaging domains 
(see below). Second, the coefficient of variation across 
the entire dataset was also correlated with SSRT. This 
has important clinical implications, as the CVF has been 
shown to be elevated in the elderly (Enoka et al., 2003; 

Fig. 10  Force traces and β-burst rate. Note. A Plot is a zoomed-in 
version of Fig.  3A–i.e., the time-domain representation of the force 
trace, limited to the timepoints 0–600 ms post-arrow. Gray bars at the 
top of the plot indicate significant differences between conditions in 
the time domain (FDR < .05). B Normalized β-burst rates of force 

data, averaged for each condition, across subjects. Semi-transparent 
gray dots denote individual subjects’ data points. Colored dots rep-
resent the mean within each time bin, and are intersected by vertical 
lines indicating the SEM
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Galganski et al., 1993) and in Parkinson’s disease (Skinner 
et al., 2019), as well as predictive of poorer coordination 
(Almuklass et al., 2016) and balance in several clinical 
populations (Davis et al., 2020; Hyngstrom et al., 2014).

Our main findings mirror those of previous work demon-
strating CSE suppression during the stop-signal task. Previ-
ous research using TMS has shown that CSE is non-selec-
tively suppressed when participants are able to successfully 
stop their responses (Badry et al., 2009; Tatz et al., 2021; 
Wessel et al., 2013; Wessel & Aron, 2017). This suppression 
is observed approximately 150 ms after the presentation of 
the stop signal (Jana et al., 2020; Majid et al., 2012; Wes-
sel & Aron, 2017). We observed a commensurate decrease 
in force output during successful stop trials in the current 
study. Indeed, this nonselective suppression of isometric 
force emerged almost exactly 150 ms post-arrow, becoming 
statistically significant at 183 ms (Fig. 3A). This suppression 

was relatively small (~0.004 N, or less than 0.5 g), similar 
to the previous work showing that postural perturbations 
produce small and short-lasting decreases in motor activity 
of the hand (Goode et al., 2019). While the suppression of 
isometric force we observed is likely too modest to inter-
fere with postural control or ongoing static motor output 
(clutching an item), the individual differences in force out-
put between conditions during this initial suppression period 
were negatively correlated with single-subject SSRT, begin-
ning at 167 ms. Additionally, these force decreases did not 
differ based on which foot response was stopped (Fig. 5D), 
consistent with previous work on the non-selectivity of CSE 
suppression during action-stopping (Badry et al., 2009; Tatz 
et al., 2021; Wessel & Aron, 2017). Thus, isometric force 
recordings provide a temporally precise and highly accurate 
method for the assessment of nonselective motor suppres-
sion during inhibitory control. This is important because 
force recordings are not affected by many of the common 
shortcomings associated with TMS-based measurements of 
CSE. First, unlike TMS methods, force recordings are con-
tinuous and allow a quantification of nonselective suppres-
sive effects with dense temporal coverage. This is particu-
larly important since there are meaningful differences in the 
latency with which the underlying inhibitory control system 
operates (Chen et al., 2020; Coxon et al., 2012). TMS only 
allows the collection of a single sample of CSE at one spe-
cific time point per trial. Hence, different subjects may show 
maximal suppression of CSE at slightly different time points. 
Force recordings can detect such variations by continuously 
sampling throughout the trial. Second, unlike TMS-based 

Fig. 11  Coefficient of variation of force and SSRT. Note. The rela-
tionship between the mean coefficient of variation of force of each 
subject and their SSRTs. A The mean whole-trial (−500 to 2500 ms 
post-arrow) CVF for each subject was correlated with their SSRTs 
(Pearson’s, r = .40, p = .032), after the rejection of one outlier (B) 

based on Cook’s Distance. C Control analyses revealed that only 
CVF calculated outside of the 183–309 ms post-arrow time span cor-
related significantly with single subjects’ SSRT, and the difference 
between their Go and SS force traces, during this time span

Table 2  Partial Pearson’s correlations between force and SSRT, con-
trolling for CVF

Partial correlations utilized the standardized residuals

Pearson’s Partial 
Correlation

Controlled for CVF Post-
Arrow [183-309ms]

Controlled for CVF 
Post-Arrow [183-
309ms] Excluded

r p r p

Go-SS x SSRT -.54 .003 -.42 .027
Go-FSx SSRT -.21 .280 -.29 .128
FS-SS x SSRT -.44 .018 -.45 .017
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methods, force recordings do not introduce auditory and 
haptic stimulation to the subject, and are hence potentially 
less distracting. Third, force recordings do not introduce 
stimulation artifacts into concurrent neural recordings, and 
hence do not interfere with other simultaneously acquired 
data. Fourth, force recordings can be readily performed in 
populations in which TMS is contraindicated, for example, 
those with epilepsy, a family history of seizure disorders, or 
implanted medical devices. Crucially, this can also enable 
investigations of nonselective motor inhibition using imag-
ing techniques that typically depend on such populations 
(such as electrocorticography (ECoG), which is only done 
in epilepsy patients). Fifth, force recordings are compara-
tively cheap and can be done with minimal footprint. As 
such, they present a highly viable alternative to TMS-based 
investigations of the nonselective effects of motor inhibition. 
Of course, TMS-based methods have other advantages—
primarily the fact that the underlying neuronal dynamics of 
CSE (and other TMS-based indices like intracortical inhibi-
tion) are relatively well understood. Future usage of force or 
TMS-based methods for the quantification of nonselective 
inhibition will depend on the exact research question, and 
future research should investigate their potential relevance.

Another advantage of recording densely sampled time-
series data from a force transducer is the ability to explore 
the dynamics of these data in the frequency domain 
(Novembre et al., 2019). Cortical oscillations in the β-band 
(13–30 Hz) have long been associated with motor func-
tion. A prominent desynchronization of β-band power is 
observed during movement initiation (McFarland et al., 
2000; Pfurtscheller et al., 2003), while increases in β-band 
power are observed during the cancellation of movements 
(Picazio et al., 2014; Soh et al., 2021; N. C. Swann et al., 
2012; Wagner et al., 2018; Wessel, 2020). Work utilizing 
both isometric muscular contractions and EEG recordings 
has revealed a coupling of cortical and motor β-band activ-
ity, primarily relegated to the electrode sites contralateral to 
the active muscle (Bourguignon et al., 2017; Conway et al., 
1995; Mongold et al., 2022; Novembre et al., 2019). While 
some have suggested that this cortico-muscular coherence 
(CMC) of β-band activity may help maintain consistent 
motor output directly (Androulidakis et al., 2007; Baker, 
2007), and others have proposed that it plays a role in moni-
toring the periphery via proprioceptive afferent signaling 
(Bourguignon et al., 2015; Witham et al., 2011), the func-
tional significance of CMC during voluntary contractions 
is still unclear (Echeverria-Altuna et al., 2022; Ede et al., 
2015; Zicher et al., 2022). Here, we found significant differ-
ences between conditions by decomposing isometric force 
data into the time-frequency domain. Most notably, we 
found that successful Stop trials showed increased β-band 
activity compared to Go trials, and that these differences 
predicted single-subject SSRT (Fig.  10). Recently, the 

measurement of cortical β-band activity has shifted towards 
single-trial estimation of burst-like events, rather than trial-
averaged changes in power. Previous research has shown 
that β-activity is characterized as transient bursts, rather than 
prolonged changes (Bonaiuto et al., 2021; Feingold et al., 
2015; Leventhal et al., 2012; Sherman et al., 2016), and the 
presence or absence of these β-bursts better predicts behav-
ior (Shin et al., 2017; Soh et al., 2021; Wessel, 2020). We 
compared the rate of β-bursts for each condition and showed 
that the bursting rate for successful Stop trials was signifi-
cantly greater than those of failed Stop and Go trials, from 
150 to 200 ms post-arrow (Fig. 10). A delayed increase in 
β-burst rate for failed Stop trials followed by about 50 ms. 
This finding is consistent with the idea that burst rates indi-
cate more successful movement cancelation, as well as stud-
ies suggesting that β-bursts propagate to contracting muscles 
(Bräcklein et al., 2022; Echeverria-Altuna et al., 2022).

Finally, our exploratory analysis of the coefficient of vari-
ation of force (CVF) highlights additional potential appli-
cations of isometric force measurements. The CVF of iso-
metric force data has long been associated with a variety of 
clinical measures (Enoka & Farina, 2021). Greater CVF has 
been shown to accompany poorer performance on walking 
tests (Mani et al., 2018), grooved pegboard tests (Almuk-
lass et al., 2016; Feeney et al., 2018), and assessments of 
postural sway (Kouzaki & Shinohara, 2010), especially in 
elderly patients. Increased CVF has also been associated 
with greater symptomology in Parkinson’s disease (Wilson 
et al., 2020), stroke survivors (Hyngstrom et al., 2014), and 
patients with multiple sclerosis (Davis et al., 2020). While 
some studies have explored the modulation of CVF due to 
task conditions or stimuli presentation (Christou et al., 2004; 
Farina et al., 2012), it remains relatively unexplored in rela-
tion to higher cognition and nonclinical assessments. Here, 
we demonstrated that the averaged whole-trial CVF for each 
subject was positively correlated with SSRT. Hence, perfor-
mance metrics in the stop-signal task may provide a poten-
tial complementary window into these clinical assessments.

In sum, we report herein a novel signature of the non-
selective effects of inhibitory control on the motor system. 
Isometric force recordings from a task-unrelated motor 
effector showed a clear reduction in force when another 
effector was successfully stopped. Moreover, the degree of 
this suppression was strongly correlated with participants’ 
stopping ability. Unlike the previous gold-standard method 
used to demonstrate such nonselective motor effects (TMS-
based CSE recordings), isometric force recordings provide 
high temporal resolution, superior compatibility with other 
imaging methods, applicability in previously inaccessible 
populations, minimal distraction to the subject, a small foot-
print, and low cost. Future work should capitalize on these 
properties to study the neural underpinnings of the nonselec-
tive effects of inhibitory control on the motor system.
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